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Abstract

We present a conceptually new and flexible method for multi-class open set classifi-
cation. Unlike previous methods where unknown classes are inferred with respect to the
feature or decision distance to the known classes, our approach is able to provide explicit
modelling and decision score for unknown classes. The proposed method, called Gener-
ative OpenMax (G-OpenMax), extends OpenMax by employing generative adversarial
networks (GANs) for novel category image synthesis. We validate the proposed method
on two datasets of handwritten digits and characters, resulting in superior results over
previous deep learning based method OpenMax Moreover, G-OpenMax provides a way
to visualize samples representing the unknown classes from open space. Our simple and
effective approach could serve as a new direction to tackle the challenging multi-class
open set classification problem.

1 Introduction
The computer vision community has progressively improved object classification perfor-
mance in recent years. Driven by recent research in machine learning, the best performing
system can achieve impressive results on both small and large scale multi-class classifica-
tion tasks [8, 9, 13, 21, 28]. Most commonly, these recognition tasks are defined under a
closed-set setting, i.e. all testing samples belong to one of the known classes in the training
set. However, that is not the ideal setting to train a machine targeting real world applications.
The most comprehensive image dataset these days, ImageNet [5] only contains 1000 classes.
Considering only the number of animal species on the earth, the number of classes would
exceed 1.5 million [16] animal species on the earth, not to mention other general object
categories.

To tackle this challenge, open set classification topic has recently attracted much atten-
tion [2, 3, 11, 24, 25]. Open set problem assumes that for those test objects who do not
belong to any known classes (i.e. classes the model has been seen before and trained on), the
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classifier must correctly identify them as unknown class, as opposed to false classification
to one of the known classes. Multi-class open set classification is challenging because it
requires the correct probability estimation of all known classes, together with simultaneous
precise predicting of unknown classes. Given this, [24] defines open set classification as
a problem of balancing known space (specialization) and unknown open space (generaliza-
tion) of the model (see Fig. 1). Formalization for open space risk is considered as the relative
measure of open space compared to the overall measure space:

Ropen =
Unknown Space

(Known Space+Unknown Open Space)
(1)

Several recent solutions to multi-class open set problem convert it into a score calibration
task [17, 23, 27]. Those methods model the known class distribution using a parametric
model from which the posterior probabilities of a test sample are computed. The unknown
class probabilities are then estimated through statistical modelling, specially Extreme Value
Theory (EVT) [26]. However, those models do not assume any prior information about open
space. In essence, the “open space risk” is only estimated in decision space rather in pixel
space.

Our proposed method, called Generative OpenMax (G-OpenMax), extends OpenMax [3]
by providing explicit probability estimation over unknown categories. This is done by using
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [7] to generate synthetic samples from unknown
classes. The synthetic samples are generated from mixture distributions of known classes
in latent space, which leads to plausible representation with respect to the known classes
domain. Explicit representation of unknown classes enables the classifier to locate the de-
cision margin with the knowledge of both known and unknown samples, thus resulting in
better balance of open space risk and known space for the multi-class open set model. The
contributions of this paper can be summarized as:

1. We propose a new method G-OpenMax to tackle the challenging multi-class open set
classification. Our proposed method enables non-pseudo probability estimation and
visualization over both known and unknown classes.

2. We modify the training procedure of conditional GAN and mix several prior known
classes distributions to generate plausible and domain adapted synthetic unknown
samples.

3. Comprehensive experimental analysis have been conducted to evaluate the effective-
ness and limitations of the proposed method on small scale (10 classes) and large scale
(95 classes) openness problems.

2 Background
Openset set: Early attempts to solve open set classification task involved adapted closed-set
classifiers. Scheirer et al. [24] proposed “1-vs-Set Machine” which detects an unknown class
by exploiting a decision space from the marginal distances of a binary SVM classifier. Later
Scheirer et al. [25] proposed compact abating probability (CAP) model which extended “1-
vs-Set Machine” to non-linear W-SVM for multi-class open set scenario. Meanwhile, there
were a few works exploring non-close-set methods for open set tasks. Jain et al. [11] in-
troduced PI-SVM to leverage Statistical Extreme Value Theory (EVT) and multi-class SVM
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Unknown Open Space

(a) Known Space vs. Open Space (b) Multi-class Open Set Classification
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Figure 1: Figure (a) illustrates the relationship between the known space and unknown open
space. Green area defines known space containing various known classes (coloured circles).
Gray area represents open space and consists of unknown classes (grey rectangulars). Figure
(b) illustrates the open set setting by showing classes from train/test phase, where classes
such as “µ” and “∑” do not belong to the training set, hence unknown to the classifier during
training (images are from HASYv2 dataset [29]).

scores to robustly estimate the posterior probability of known and unknown classes. Bendale
et al. [2] offered the definition of “open world recognition” and proposed Nearest Non-
Outlier (NNO) algorithm to actively detect and learn new classes to the model. Recently,
driven by the effectiveness of deep networks, Bendale and Boult [3] adapted deep learning
framework for open set recognition. Combining the concept of penultimate layer with meta
recognition [23], they proposed OpenMax which enables basic deep network to reject either
“fooling” or unknown open set classes.
Generative Adversarial Learning: There are various approaches for generative models.
The most prominent are variational autoencoder (VAE) [12] and generative adversarial net-
works (GAN) [7], among which, GAN is a powerful model of learning arbitrarily complex
data distributions. GAN is formulated on a game-theoretic using the philosophy of com-
petition between two networks for training an image synthesis model. Recent work shows
GAN is able to produce highly plausible images on both gray-scale and RGB images [20].
Many improvements have been proposed to enhance the overall performance for training
GANs [1, 22]. GAN has a wide range of applications including, sketch/text to image synthe-
sis [4], image to image translation [10], image editing [19], super resolution [15] and video
prediction [6], etc. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time generative model like
GAN has been used for open set classification task.

3 Methodology
Generative OpenMax (G-OpenMax) is conceptually simple. While OpenMax estimates the
pseudo probability of unknown class by aggregating calibrated scores from known classes,
our proposed G-OpenMax, which is an intuitive solution, directly estimates the probability of
unknown class. This is done by using synthetic images as an extra training label apart from
known labels. Therefore, the main challenge is the following: how to generate plausible
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Figure 2: Figure (a) illustrates the pre-training process of Net and NetG. GAN-based syn-
thetic images are used as an extra training label cK+1 apart from known labels [ci,...,K ]. Figure
(b) explains the difference between score calibration in OpenMax and G-OpenMax.

samples such that they meet the criteria of being distinct from the known classes, while they
are well represent for the open space. In Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, we introduce the key elements
of G-OpenMax, including how to synthesis unknown samples and post-processing to select
suitable cases for open set classifier training.

3.1 OpenMax
We begin by reviewing the OpenMax open set classifier [3]. It explores the effectiveness of
penultimate layer from the deep network to limit open space risk. Like multi-class open set
classifier W-SVM [25], OpenMax holds the property of compact abating probability (CAP)
model. The learning progress of OpenMax can be summarized into two stages. The first
stage leverages EVT as a base theory and fit the known classes’ post recognition activations
to a Weibull distribution. To do so, a base network Net (AlexNet [13] is used in the original
paper) is trained as a penultimate activation layer extractor. Mean activation vector (MAV)
MAV = [µi,...,K ] for each class C = [ci,...,K ] is computed based on the penultimate activation
layer of each sample. Weibull model with hyper-parameters pci = (tci ,λci ,kci) for each class
is returned. The second stage, which is essential in OpenMax, recalibrates each activation
of penultimate layer by estimating Weibull CDF probability on the distance between sample
xi and known class’ MAV [µi,...,K ], which servers as the core of the rejection estimation. At
last, pseudo-probability of unknown class is estimated from known class’ activation scores
to support explicit rejection.

3.2 Generative OpenMax (G-OpenMax)
Here we describe the overall inference procedure of the proposed method G-OpenMax in
Alg. 1. The main difference between vanilla OpenMax and G-OpenMax is shown in Fig. 2.
G-OpenMax adopts the same two-stage procedure as OpenMax. However, in parallel to
training the classifier and Weibull model at the first stage by using known classes ci,...,K only,
we train the network NetG with K +1 classes (see Fig. 2 (a)), where the extra images come
from our generator G to represent the unknown class cK+1. Consequently, the activation
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Algorithm 1: Generative OpenMax algorithm
input : Number of top-score predictions to calibrate, α

Pre-set threshold ε

output: known class probability Prob1,...,K + unknown class probability ProbK+1
1 Train Net from known classes ci,...,K ;
2 Train the generative model G;
3 Unknown sample selection using Net;
4 Train NetG with known class and unknown class samples;
5 Computing activation vector vG(x) = v1(x), ...,vK+1(x) from NetG;
6 Fit Weibull models pG = [pG

1,...,K+1];
7 argsort(vG(x)) ;
8 for c=1,...,α do

9 ws(c)(x) = 1− α−c
α e

−(
||vG(x)−ts(c)||

λs(c)
)
ks(c)

;
10 end
11 Recalibrate activation vector: v(x)′ = vG(x)�w(x);
12 Prob = So f tmax(v(x)′);
13 if max

c
Prob(y = c|x)< ε then

14 pred = unknownclass;
15 else
16 pred = argmaxcP(y = c|x);
17 end

vector vG in G-OpenMax has one extra dimension output to represent the K+1 class which is
regarded as unknown. It is noticed that the penultimate layer provides dependent information
about how classes are related with each other. Therefore, the extra dimension is able to
supply information about MAV distance between known and unknown classes in feature
space (µi,...,K with respect to µK+1). At the second stage, G-OpenMax follows the same
procedure as OpenMax using Weibull CDF probability for score calibration. However, G-
OpenMax provides explicit probability estimation of the unknown class (line 6 in Alg. 1).

3.3 Understanding Generation of Synthetic Samples
While in theory the open space should be infinitely large, an ideal open set classifier is able
to recognize unknown classes come from any distributions. In practice, many recent open set
works [2, 3, 11, 24, 25] assume that the classes from unknown open space will share some
common properties with known classes. To elaborate, if the system is trained on a set of
English or Chinese characters, an open set class will probably be another character from the
same group. An RGB based colour image is not expected to evaluate the characters trained
system. This is a fair assumption to make a first step solution toward the challenging open
set problem. Thus, in this paper we assume that open space classes belong to a subspace
of the original space, which includes known classes. In order to preserve it, we also do not
consider an unlikely scenario when the test set contains objects from other datasets. The ad-
vantage of building algorithm based on this assumption is that we would turn an open space
classification problem into a standard closed set problem by sampling objects from known
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subspace. A natural way to do this is linear interpolation (or linear combination) between ob-
jects, belonging to the subspace. However, in the original pixel space this subspace is highly
nonlinear, so linear interpolation would not produce any plausible results. For instance, in-
terpolating between photos of two birds will not result in a realistic photo of another bird
class. However in the latent space, class information is separated from other object char-
acteristics, so the class can be modified independently without affecting them [19]. Since
all dataset classes are encoded by one of the basis one-hot vectors, we can generate new
classes based on the linear combination of those known classes in latent space. Moreover,
the generated mixed-class samples share a number of common properties with known class
images, all of those produced images will have high probability in a given data distribution.
Which makes those generated samples good candidates to represent a reasonable open space
under our assumption. Formally, we can assume that existing classes are encoded by one-
hot basis vectors b ∈ RN , which define the class subspace in the latent space. In this case,
we can generate a class mixture vector m ∈ RN using any distribution Pnorm (e.g. Normal
distribution) by sampling m1, . . . ,mN−1 from Pnorm, and assigning mN = 1−∑

N−1
i=1 mi, such

that ∑
N
i=1 mi = 1 as for the basis vectors bi ∈RN . The dimensionality of class subspace space

(number of classes) is typically much smaller than the dimensionality of the original space
(number of pixels), so the generated open set images will be located is a small nonlinear
subspace of it as desired.

We employ a modified conditional GAN [18] to train the generator and then synthesize
unknown classes out of it. Note that the algorithm is not GAN-specific, it also generalizes to
any generative models, e.g. VAE [12]. A typical GAN is composed of a generator G and a
discriminator D. While G learns to transform random noise to samples similar to those from
the dataset, D learns to differentiate them. In a case of conditional GAN, random noise is fed
to G together with a one-hot vector c ∈ ci,...K , which represents a desired class. In this case,
discriminator D also learns faster if the input image is supplied together with the class it
belongs to. Thus, the optimization of a conditional GAN with class labels can be formulated
as:

min
φ

max
θ

= Ex,c∼pdata [logDθ (x,c)]+Ez∼Pz,c∼Pc [log(1−Dθ (Gφ (z,c),c))] (2)

where the generator inputs z and c are the latent variables drawn from their prior distribution
P(z) and P(c). Here φ and θ denote trainable parameters for Gφ and Dθ , respectively.
Selection of Generated Samples: One important step is that we need to select open space
samples which do not belong to the subspace of known classes. For each synthetic sample
generated from a mixture of class distribution, the class with the highest value is treated as
the ground-truth label. We feed all the generated samples xG

1,...,N into the pre-trained classifier
Net, all incorrectly predicted samples are selected as candidates for ck+1to train the NET G.

3.4 Implementation Details

We set hyper-parameters following existing DCGAN work [20]; the GAN is optimized with
Adam optimizer (β1 = 0.5,β2 = 0.999,ε = 10−8) using a learning rate of 2e-4. The architec-
tures of both classifier and generator/discriminator of the conditional GAN are provided in
Table 1 to 3. The generator G and discriminator D takes data x as initial input, and at each lin-
ear layer thereafter, the latent representation c (N = 50) is transformed using a learned linear
transformation to the hidden layer dimension and added to the non-linearity input. Moreover,
to improve the model convergence time, we use soft-labels with 0.9 for training [22].
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Table 1: Classifier
Layer-type Kernel Stride/Pad Filters Activation Norm
Convolution (3,3) 1/1 32 ReLu -
Max Pooling (2,2) 2/0 - - -
Convolution (3,3) 1/1 64 ReLu -
Max Pooling (2,2) 2/0 - -
Fully-Connected - - 1024 Relu -
Dropout 0.5 ratio - - - -
Softmax Classifier - - K/K+1 - -

Table 2: Generator
Layer-type Kernel Stride/Pad Filters Activation Norm

Concatenation of z and c/b
Fully-Connected - - 1024 Relu -
Fully-Connected - - 512 Relu -
Fully-Convolution (4,4) 2/2 128 Relu BN
Fully-Convolution Image Size 2/2 1 Relu BN
Output-Layer - - - - Tanh

Table 3: Discriminator
Layer-type Kernel Stride/Pad Filters Activation Norm
Convolution (3,3) 1/1 64 ReLu -
Max Pooling (2,2) 2/0 - - -
Convolution (3,3) 1/1 64 ReLu BN
Max Pooling (2,2) 2/0 - -
Fully-Connected - - 256 Relu -
Fully-Connected - - 1 Sigmoid -

3.4 Implementation Details

We set hyper-parameters following existing DCGAN work [20]; the GAN is optimized with
Adam optimizer (b1 = 0.5,b2 = 0.999,e = 10�8) using a learning rate of 2e-4. Table. 3
shows the architectures of both classifier and generator/discriminator of the conditional
GAN. The generator G and discriminator D takes data x as initial input, and at each lin-
ear layer thereafter, the latent representation c (N = 50) is transformed using a learned linear
transformation to the hidden layer dimension and added to the non-linearity input. Moreover,
to improve the model convergence time, we use soft-labels with 0.9 for training [22].

4 Experiments
We perform a thorough comparison of G-OpenMax to OpenMax and its variants on two
datasets MNIST [14] and HASYv2 [29]. MNIST is a digits dataset of 10 classes from 0 to 9
composed of 70,000 training images. HASYv2 is a new dataset of handwritten symbols. It
is a more complicated dataset than MNIST in terms of the number of classes (369 classes)
and domain of characters (including Arabic and Latin characters). However, HASYv2 is not
a balanced dataset regarding the number of samples per class. In this paper we use classes
from HASYv2 with no less than 3000 samples to ensure enough samples to train a reasonable
generator G. Standard data sets for open set cross-validation is performed for analysis. We
hold out 60% samples of each class for training, 20% for validation to determine the optimal
hyper-parameters and the last 20% are used for testing. All results are reported as average
value from three-fold cross-validation.

4.1 Main Results

Following [25], we plot and compare “openness” vs F-measure to a few baseline methods
in multi-class open set classification. The “openness” value defines the number of known

4 Experiments
We perform a thorough comparison of G-OpenMax with OpenMax and its variants on two
datasets: MNIST [14] and HASYv2 [29]. MNIST is a digits dataset of 10 classes from 0 to 9
composed of 70,000 images. HASYv2 is the latest dataset of handwritten symbols published
in early 2017. It is a more complicated dataset than MNIST in terms of the number of classes
(369 classes) and domain of characters (including Arabic and Latin characters). However,
HASYv2 is not a balanced dataset with respect to the number of samples per class. In this
paper we use only the classes from HASYv2 with no less than 500 samples to ensure enough
samples to train a reasonable generator G. Standard data sets for open set cross-validation is
performed for analysis. We use 60% samples of each class for training 1, and 20% samples
are held out for validation. The last 20% are used for testing. All results are reported as
average value from three-fold cross-validation.

4.1 Main Results
Following [25], we plot and compare “openness” vs F-measure to a few baseline methods
in multi-class open set classification. The “openness” value defines the number of known
classes in training and the total number of classes to be recognized in testing.

openness = 1−
√

2NTrain

NR +NTest
(3)

where NTrain defines the number of training classes, NTest denotes the number of testing
classes and NR presents the number of classes to be recognized. The setup on MNIST is a

1Given that training a generator G with 60 classes from HASYv2 is difficult to converge, we randomly choose 20
classes from the training pool to train one generator in each iteration. Later on all generated images from different
iterations are used together as synthetic samples.
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Figure 3: Left: F-measure for multi-class open set recognition on MNIST (M) and
HASYv2(H). G-OpenMax maintains high F-measure scores as the openness grows, while
vanilla Softmax degrades quickly on MNIST. G-SoftMax is better compared to its baseline
SoftMax on both datasets and achieves approximately the same performance as OpenMax on
MNIST with openness equal to 13.04. Right: This graph shows known classes recognition
accuracy when using large tail sizes for Weibull model fitting. We observe that G-OpenMax
consistently outperforms OpenMax, which leads to the conclusion that G-OpenMax is robust
on known samples detection even with large tail size.

replication of the experiment performed in [11], where 6 classes are hold out in training and
the rest 4 classes are used to varying “openness”. For HASYv2 dataset, we use 60 classes
for training and the rest 35 classes are held out for testing as unknown classes. The results
of our method (G-OpenMax) are compared with: 1) SoftMax: Softmax with probability
thresholding as unknown class detector. 2) OpenMax: OpenMax described in Sec. 3.1. 3)
G-SoftMax: Like Softmax, but G-SoftMax employs synthetic samples as unknown class
training samples.

Fig. 3 left shows open set multi-class recognition F- measure performance for MNIST
and HASYv2. F-measure for SoftMax degrades rapidly on both test scenarios. On MNIST
we see that SoftMax trained with GAN based synthetic samples (G-SoftMax), without score
calibration, is competitive against OpenMax. Furthermore, G-Softmax is much better at
tolerating increasing openness than normal SoftMax. On HASYv2, which has larger number
of classes than MNIST, the performance gain of employing GAN samples is expected to
be higher than MNIST due to rich variety of generated samples. However, the relatively
poor quality of generated mixture samples (see Sec. 4.3) in HASYv2 hinders the training of
G-OpenMax and G-Softmax. Overall, the proposed G-OpenMax based approach provides
consistent improvement regardless of datasets.

4.2 Ablation Experiments
We run a number of ablation experiments to analyze robustness of different models. The
openness evaluated from all experiments in this subsection is 13.04. To reduce the complex-
ity of running relevant experiments, we use fixed α in those experiments 2.
Tail Sizes for Score Calibration: Fig. 4 left presents the results of varying tail size and

2We use α = 2 for MNIST and α = 4 for HASYv2.
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Figure 4: Left: This graph shows accuracy on unknown class performance with respect to
tail size for open set multi-class recognition. Right: Given different threshold, we report
accuracy on unknown class test samples from different methods on MNIST and HASYv2
dataset.

evaluating the unknown class accuracy with its optimal threshold. We observe that perfor-
mance on MNIST continues to improve upto tail size of 60. However, large tail size does not
work well on HASYv2 dataset. This may attribute to the difficulty of generating meaningful
samples from HASYv2 dataset since the complexity and large variations of known classes.
Large Tail Size vs. Performance: In this part, we tried training EVT model (OpenMax and
G-OpenMax) with extremely large tail size. Although large tail size tends to increase the
EVT model rejections for unknown samples, it also increases rejection for known classes [3].
According to our observations from Fig. 3 left, G-OpenMax is able to maintain the same
overall performance even with large tail size.
Threshold vs. Performance: We evaluated performance of different models on unknown
test samples with optimal tail size3. Our experiments results (see Fig. 3 right) highlights that
the methods trained with GAN samples consistently outperforms methods without employ-
ing GAN samples. G-OpenMax is nearly (+10%) absolute performance improvement over
OpenMax with optimal threshold.

4.3 Qualitative Analysis
It is helpful to visualize the mixture samples generated by GAN to get an insight about the
classes used as training samples for G-SoftMax and G-OpenMax. Fig.5 (a) and (b) demon-
strate mixture examples generated from MNIST, HASYv2 and ImageNet12 respectively.
Mixture samples from MNIST show some distinct attributes of digits, such as stroke conti-
nuity and orientation etc. Mixture samples from HASYv2 are sometimes hard for human to
understand (second row last sample). The main reason may attributes to the complexity of
the HASYv2 dataset since it consists of English alphabets, Greek letters etc.

A natural extension of our method is to perform experiments on the natural image dataset.
We trained the generator G on ImageNet12 and made several observations: 1) Several classes
blend into unrealistic type of object in terms of colour and global structure. 2) Mixture
model tend to collapse into a single class appearance output. However, we perfomed the

3tail sizes are selected according to Fig. 3 left
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Figure 5: Figure (a) illustrates the synthesis samples of unknown classes. Training classes
include: 2-7 from MNIST dataset. It is quite surprising to see that the generator is able to
generate outputs like digits 8 and 9 (variants from digits class 3 and 4). Figure (b) shows
mixture samples from HASYv2 dataset. Random dots are occasionally being seen from
the background. Figure (c) illustrates mixture samples learned from natural image samples.
Highest two class activations are displayed at the bottom of the image.

same experiment as in [3] and figured out there are no obvious performance improvement
by using G-OpenMax over the natural image setting. A more general reason might be that
the generated images are not plausible with respect to the training classes in order to be
good candidates to represent unknown classes from open space. More specifically, unlike
the MNIST and HASYv2 dataset, ImageNet classes enjoy large variety, therefore not many
common features are encoded in the learned latent space. Since our method is based on
disentangling class information from other object features, the results it produces in this case
do not differ much from interpolation in the pixel space.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel method for multi-class open set classification. The pro-
posed method G-OpenMax extends OpenMax by applying generative adversarial network
and is able to provide explicit probability estimation and visualization of unknown classes.
Based on the reasonable assumption for open space modelling, which assumes that all classes
share common features. Results demonstrate that when this assumption holds, results are
indeed better. Moreover, we have visualised the objects and demonstrated that they look
plausible with respect to training classes. However, there still remains some unanswered
questions to be addressed such as how the complexity of mixture classes affects the perfor-
mance of G-OpenMax? How to solve the open set classification for natural images? In the
future work, we will explore those directions. 4
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